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A look into the moments following the frozen lake scene.
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Whispers filled his mind. Like gentle wisps of smoke, the voices that filled his conscious gradually became distinct voices that could be distinguished. A man's
voice... and a woman's. Two voices to the far right of the room at least three paces away.

They didn't seem like a threat. Their voices were calm and quiet. It was clear they didn't perceive themselves to be in a threat either.

"We couldn't find his body and we were too late for her," said the man. He sighed and seemed to toy with a painting brush in his hand before continuing. The wooden end of the brush
tapped frustratingly on the table.

The female stood up, the wood scraping on the floor as she pushed back the stool. "We cannot give up on her. I owe her more than that..." she leaned over and gripped the table until
her knuckles turned white. "She deserves better, Mr. Wu."

The man sighed again and dipped his head in concentration. "There's little we can do in our current position. The chances of his survival are slim to none. We were one of the first to
arrive following the retreat of the Yan Bei troops but still did not find Yuwen Yue." The frequency of his tapping increased building up to an inconsistent staccato. "We've already
jeopardized our security by going once. It would be reckless to attempt again. You are aware of the risks, not only to ourselves but to the people we are protecting as well."

At this point, he had heard enough. Yue Qi sat up suddenly from his supine position. He was surprised by the sudden vertigo that over swept him and the pull on his abdomen. Stitches,
he surmised while wincing in pain. Looking over to the two strangers, Yue Qi immediately made the move leave the bed.

Zhong Yu would have none of it. "Please, calm down." She approached his bed cautiously but made sure to position her body in a welcoming manner.

Yue Qi stopped his movements but eyed her warily. He didn't know these people. Even though they had taken care of him, helped him recover from his grievous injuries, he didn't know
if he could trust them. Master Yue always taught them always to be cautious.

"My name is Zhong Yu and I am a friend of Chu Qiao's," said the woman. "I mean you no harm."

It took a moment for Yue Qi to realize that Chu Qiao was Xing'er. Master Yue rarely used the name Chu Qiao. The only time Yue Qi heard the name was when Xing'er addressed herself.
He had so many questions... "Where is Yuwen Yue?"

At this question, the man stood up and made his way to pour some tea. "Yuwen Yue has supposedly drowned in the frozen lake."

Yue Qi couldn't stop his eyes from widening. As he gripped his bed sheets tightly, his actions were noticed by the other two occupants in the room. The man walked over and handed Yue
Qi the cup of tea. Begrudgingly, Yue Qi took it, if only to encourage the man to continue speaking.

Mr. Wu nodded approvingly as Yue Qi sipped his tea. "Yuwen Yue was ambushed at the frozen lake by over two dozen Yan Bei troops. His fate was sealed the moment he walked onto
the lake... but then Chu Qiao came." Mr. Wu paused and Yue Qi could heard the respect in his tone. In the short span of several years, Chu Qiao became a feared and admired name on
the battlefield. Her skill and her background further flamed the stories about her, leading her reputation to become even more well known. Mr. Wu stared at Yue Qi, "She defeated the
soldiers and fought ruthlessly to protect your master."
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Yue Qi could almost imagine the battle if he closed his eyes. He had always known Xing'er was special. She fought with such grace and beauty. To imagine what power she could wield if
motivated to protect a loved one... a loved one... Did she finally realize her love for his Master? Was it too late...?

Mr. Wu continued, "For a moment, it seemed like they could make it out. But then Yan Xun acted. Our sources tell us that he shot an arrow that cleanly went through Yuwen Yue."

This is not what Yue Qi wanted to hear. His master had overcome so much hardship, he had lived beyond all the doubts and survived countless attempts on his life. For once, Yue Qi did
not want to respond to his senses. He wanted to place his hands over his ears and wake up from this nightmare. But he needed to know... he needed to know what happened next.

"It wasn't soon long after that another wave of troops came. Chu Qiao was occupied fighting them off but the thin ice on the lake broke and soon after Yuwen Yue fell into the water. She
jumped after him... Chu Qiao jumped into the water but a moment later was pulled out by the Yan Bei troops following Yan Xun's orders."

Zhong Yu could see the pain etched in Yue Qi's face. She stepped forward, "We went to the scene immediately after our spies notified us." Her eyes were wide and Yue Qi could read the
desperation in them. Desperate to save Chu Qiao, desperate for him to understand their efforts. "When we arrived, the Yan Bei troops had left and apparently take Chu Qiao. We tried to
look for Yuwen Yue but we were restricted by the cracking ice." She turned her head away in frustration, staring at the opposite wall. "When we explored the near area, we came across
the Xiuli army. They were trying to bandage your wounds but were limited in the field. He Xiao told us how Yuwen Yue and you led a team to protect their army during Chen Yuan's
ambush."

Yue Qi nodded slowly. It felt like a lifetime ago. His master acted quickly and as a result saved the lives of the soldiers that Xing'er valued so much. "But there was a second attack..." he
contributed for the first time in the conversation. He looked down at the teacup in his hands, gripping the cup more firmly. "More Yan Bei troops returned than anticipated and we tried
to hold them off as Master Yue went to the lake."

Yue Qi remembered the storm of conflict he saw in his Master's eyes. He had shouted at him to leave but his Master stood behind to fight with them, refusing to leave his men in a
precarious situation.

"If you don't go now, you'll never be able to save her!" Yue Qi shouted after dodging a particularly close swing of the enemy's sword.

Yuwen Yue responded by stabbing said enemy. "Fight together, stay alive." He shouted over the clang of weapons. He stared at Yue Qi exchanging a look that described their
camaraderie and trust without words. With that, Yuwen Yue pulled out his sword and began making his way to the frozen lake.

"The general of Yan Bei defeated me," Yue Qi admitted in disgust. "He was going to finish me until Xing'er arrived. She defeated him and I told her where Master Yue was." His voice
filled the room, accompanied by the gentle crackle of the candle flame. "I don't remember anything afterwards..."

That's when another voice entered. "You fell unconscious." Yue Qi looked up to see the familiar face of the general from the Xiuli army. "More soldiers attacked but my troops and I
returned to fight them off and give Chu Da Ren the opportunity to leave."

He Xiao stepped into the room and closed the doors gently behind him. "We defeated the attacking Yan Bei soldiers and were able to buy you enough time until Lady Yu and Master Wu
arrived with more help." The Xiuli general stopped at the foot of Yue Qi's bed. "Several of your comrades have survived too... they are still asleep and resting, but are no longer in critical
condition."

A soldier always knows what's on another soldier's minds, thought Yue Qi. Will there ever be a time he does not have to count his blessings that his teammates were still breathing?
What a luxury it was... Yue Qi could feel the exhaustion weigh down on him.

Master Wu gently took the teacup from his hand. "You need to rest." Yue Qi opened his mouth to disagree but was beat by Zhong Yu.

"Recover first," she said firmly. "We will work to continue looking for any signs that Yuwen Yue is still alive and are in the process of planning a rescue mission for Chu Qiao." Zhong Yu's
face hardened and her lips tightened in anger, "We've been informed that she's currently held against her will. We are going to get her out of there."

"When?" Yue Qi asked. "How will you be able to enter Yan Xun's compound without alerting them? What troops do you have? And how much do you know about Master Yue following the
battle?"

Zhong Yu stared at him empathetically. "All the details will come soon, but you must first recover." She made the move to depart and the two men began to make their leave as well.
"We will not act until you are ready to join us. But you must recover first."

Yue Qi took in her words. He nodded and the three of them left the room. The account of their story matched his and he had no reason to distrust them. Anyhow, his options were
limited and Zhong Yu was certainly right about one thing; he needed to get better.

Xiao Ce paced his room impatiently. He was waiting for the messenger from Yan Bei to arrive. The messenger was several minutes late. That could mean a number of things. Was the
spy caught? Killed? Ambushed? Perhaps he simply got held up... whatever it was, Xiao Ce was growing more and more concerned by the minute.

"Master Ce - he's arrived."

Xiao Ce immediately went to open his doors and ushered the haggard spy in. Before giving him a chance to catch his breath, he demanded; "Report."



The spy stood up straighter at the tone of Master Ce's voice. "Apologies for the delay Master... Yan Xun has instructed to double security at every entrance and change the pattern of
their guard rotation making it impossible for us to use previous intel." The spy paused to gouge Xiao Ce's reaction. When he couldn't decipher his look, he continued. "Inside the
compound, we spied Lady Qiao's location. Confined to a room, she spent the first several days following the battle at the frozen lake unconscious. We overheard doctors saying that she
had developed a dangerous fever. Yan Xun himself visited several times during those first few days the lady was unconscious. However, she soon broke her fever and woke up. At first,
she was very aggressive... she fought the doctors and servants, tearing at her wounds, and exhausting herself until the point of collapse. The doctors were concerned she was going to
harm herself in this state. They've since decided to restrain her arms and legs. It's been several days since then and she has been unresponsive."

Xiao Ce turned his body away and stared out the window in anger. Yan Xun was a fool. He had her; he had her trust, her unwavering support, her open heart and this is how he
responded.

The spy continued, "We are positioned to act in the upcoming week following your approval. All of our contacts are ready." The spy realized the futility of his next statement but decided
to share it anyways. "Master, you must be aware that there are significant risks. If any one of our contacts are caught, it means imminent death and the failure of our mission."

Xiao Ce turned clearly agitated. "Don't get caught."

The spy nodded once before beginning his exit, "We will await your go ahead, Master." With that, he departed the room and left Xiao Ce to his own thoughts.

Time was running out, thought Xiao Ce. With every day moving forward, threats arose from every direction. Prince Xiang and the Xiang army, momentarily halted by Prince Yuan Song,
were now on the doorstep of Yan Bei. The emperor's condition has also deteriorated and his passing is soon to be expected, leaving the future of Chang'an and the Wei State uncertain.
Without the emperor, the new leadership would be unstable. If the title fell upon Prince Xiang to oversee the empire's affairs, even if temporary, this would put too much risk for the Da
Liang state. Prince Xiang was a military man and driven by action - Xiao Ce could not risk betting that the Prince would spare the his home state if their involvement in the rebellion was
discovered.

The tide was turning and whereas the Da Liang state could once benefit from the fall of the Xiang dynasty, Xiao Ce could now quickly see that the future that Yan Xun was so desperately
fighting for was only one of bloodshed and carnage. Yan Xun would not be able to build a better future for the people of Xiang and Yan Bei. With both regions already plundered into
darkness and violence as a result of his decisions, how could the people trust this man to create a better future?

He needed to act quickly and he needed Yuwen Yue's help. Without him, he knew that his spies would be unsuccessful. The Da Liang state has already been too involved with Yan Xun's
rebellion. They had to cut their ties immediately or else they too would risk punishment. Regardless of his sister's other intentions, for once, his sister and him could agree on one thing:
the people always came first.

Author's note:

Hello! I was surprised by the reception following the post. To be honest, I wasn't quite sure what I expected or even where I wanted the story to lead. But like a guilt child stealing
candy, you guys have encouraged me to continue this bizarre obsession post-drama. Hope you enjoy!
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